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ABSTRACT 

The mbuston scheme is a novel reduced-detail paradigm for nonsta- 
tionary signal modelinglprocessing with enhanced statistical stabil- 
ity. Here, we apply the robuston scheme to the problem of detecting 
a nonstationary random signal in white Gaussian noise. We pro- 
pose two different “robuston detectors” along with signal-adaptive 
online implementations that perform online estimation of the signal 
statistics from a ,single observation. The performance of adaptive 
robuston detectors is assessed through numerical simulations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In nonstationary environments, statistical signal models that are 
very detailed may not allow reliable estimation of the statistics in- 
volved. We therefore introduced the mbusron scheme as a reduced- 
detail paradigm for nonstationary signal modelinglpmcessing with 
enhanced statistical stability, and we applied this scheme to sig- 
nal estimation [I]. Robuston signal modelinglprocessing uses time- 
frequency localized subspace signal components (called mbusrons) 
as atomic entities; it employs special time-varying filters (mbuston 
filrers) that allow an efficient online implementation, and statistical 
signal descriptors (robuston correlations) that can be estimated in a 
stable manner by means of inrm-subspace averaging [I]. 

In this paper, we apply the robuston scheme to the problem of 
detecting a nonstationary random signal in white Gaussian noise. 
We introduce two types of “robuston detectors”: the mbuston likeli- 
hood-ratio derecror (RLD) for a Gaussian signal process and the ro- 
buston deflection-optimal derecror (RDD) for a non-Gaussian sig- 
nal process. For practical application, we also propose signal-adapt- 
ive versions of these robuston detectors that perform online estima- 
tion of the signal statistics (i.e., robuston correlations) from a single 
observation. The RLD and RDD generalize minimax-robust detec- 
t on  previously introduced in [2]. 

This paper is organized as follows. After a review of the robuston 
scheme in Section 2, the RLD and RDD are introduced in Section 
3. In Section 4. adaptive implementations of these detectors are 
proposed. Finally, Section 5 presents simulation results assessing 
the performance of adaptive robuston detectors. 

2. REVIEW OF THE ROBUSTON SCHEME 

Robuston signal decomposition. The robuston scheme is based on 
a decomposition of a discrete-time signal x[n] into orthogonal sub- 
space components (mburtons)xk,,[n]. i.e.,x[n] = L~=-,Jf~ ~ ~ , ~ [ n ]  
[LA]. The robustons are used as atomic entities for statistical sig- 
nal modeling and processing. The (k,/)th robustonxk,r[n] lies in a 
P-dimensional linear signal subspace Zk,,,. As shown in Fig. I ,  it is 
effectively located in a time-frequency rectangle corresponding to 
the time interval (block) [W. (k  + I)N] with block length N = LP 
and the frequency band [&. g] = [g. w] with bandwidth 
I/(ZL) = P/(ZN). There are L frequency hands. 
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Figure 1: nrnelf,.equency location of the m D u s f ~ n s x ~ , ~ [ n ] .  ,The sub- 
space Zl I is b/own up info its LCBfuncrions (subspace dimension 
P = 4 asrimzed). On/~,positii,efrequencies am shown. 

The robuston subspace Zk,i containing the robuston ~ ~ , ~ [ n ]  is 
spanned by the P onhononnal focal cosine basis (LCB)funcrions 

(51 u b ) [ n ]  = & c o s ( r r ~ ( n - W ) ) w [ n - l d V ]  with p E 
{O.I.---,P-I}. Here.w[n] isasuitablychosenwindowwitheffec- 
live time duration N [SI, and p is an “intra-band” frequency index 
(within the /th frequency band). Thus’, 

Efficient discrete cosine transform @CT) algorithms for LCB anal- 
ysis and synthesis are available [5,6]. 

Robuston filters. Robuston signal processing is performed by m- 
bustonfi/telrers (RFs) [I]. An RF H is a linear, time-v ing system 
such that each robuston yk,l[n] of the filter output yy= (NLr)[n] 
is a weighted sum of (temporally adjacent) robustons xY,f [n] of the 
filter inputx[n] in the same (ith) frequency band: 

k+M2 

k’=k-M, 
Y ~ . ~ [ ~ I  = 1 kk,u:rxY,rb-(~-~’)Nl = h:~x~, ,Inl .  (1) 

with the vectors = [ h k + - M , ~ I ~ ~ ~ h l L + M , ~ I ] T  and xl,,[n] = 
[xk-M,,I [n-MIN] . . ‘ x ~ + ~ , , ,  [n+M2N]ITof IengthM = MI +Mz+ 
1. Note that there is no filtering across frequency bands. MI and 
M2 are the anticausal and causal filter lengths, respectively. 

It can be shown that an RF can be written as - L-1 k+Mt 

k=-- k 0  Y=k-M, 
’ = 1 wk,f with wk,f hl.Y:IpkX.Y:l (*) 

with the “shift-projector” Pk,,+r d Sk-rPp,r= Pk,$3-# [I] .  Here, 
P1,L is the orthogonal projector on Zk.r (i.e., ~ ~ , ~ [ n ]  = (Pk, lx) [n] )  

‘The si$& inner product is definexi as (zy) A z=.”=--x[n]y’[n]. 
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and 5k is the block time shift operator (i.e., (Skx)[n] = x[n - W]). 
The kernel ofPk,y:f isgiven bypk,u:f[n.n'] = x ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ [ n ] ~ $ ~ * [ n ' ] .  

Robuston correlations. We next consider a zero-mean nonsta- 
tionary random process x[n]  with correlation operator (the lin- 
ear operator whose kernel is R[n,n'] = E{x[n]x*[n']}). A complete 
description of the second-order statistics of x[n] would generally 
involve all LCB coefficient correlations E{a$)cx$*}. In con- 
trast, the robuston desciption of x[n] corresponds to a reduced-detail 
model that uses only the mbuston correlations (RCs) [ l ]  

These (mathematically equivalent) expressions show that the RC 
rk,k,;l is (i) the average of E{afi)a$)*} over all intra-band fre- 
quencies p = 0,. . ..P- 1, and (ii) an integral measure of the corre- 
lation of the two robustons xk,, [n] and xu,,[n] located in the kth and 
lcth time blocks and the lth frequency hand (thus, no correlations 
across frequency hands are taken into account). 

An unbiased estimator of rk,k,:l using a single realization of xjn] 
is given by (cf. (3)) 

With the R c  matrices [Rk.~] ,~,~s  = rk-M,+rn,-i,k-~,+,n-I:I and 
[R'J'] - r(l) and the signal RC vector 

r ( s ) = [ r ~ ~ - M , : l . . . r ( s l  k.1 k.k+M,:l I r  (here,m,m'E{I ..... M} withthe 
overall filter length M = M I  + M2 + I ,  and rk,y:f and r& denote 
the RCs ofx[n] and s[n], respectively). We now introduce the mbus- 
fon likelihood-ratio detecror (RLD) by replacing in the likelihood 
ratio test statistic (5 )  the Wiener filter Ww with the mbuston Wiener 
filter 8, (with given parameters N, P, MI. and M2). This yields 
the RLD test statistic as 

1.1 m . d  - k-M,+m'-1.k-M,+m-l.I 

(7) 
1 -  

iL(x) P (QLx,x) with tRL = ?WW. 
4 

The RLD can be formulated and implemented as follows. Ac- 
cording to (2). 8, = xr=--Ef:d ELy-M,kk,u;LF'k,y:f. Inserting 
this into (7) and using (4). we obtain 

hL -L - -  
k.1 - [hk,k-M,:, " '#&+M~:I ]~  is given by (Cf. (6)) Note the averaging over all intra-hand frequencies p = 0,. . ..P- 

subspoce averaging results in enhanced statistical stability of ?k,v,l. (9) 
1 corresponding to P orthogonal LCB components. This imra- 1 1 

hkl = a h y l  = ~ ( R L / + C S ~ ' I ) - ' ~ ( ' ~ .  k.1 

For later use, we introduce the mbusron correlation operator 

called a robusfon process @E') if W = WR. Thus, for an RP, the 
RCs rkW:, provide a conrplefe second-order description. 

R P - L-I k+M> 
- &=--&=o ~k,=k_M,rk.y:lPk,k';f. A Process Will be 

3. ROBUSTON DETECTORS 
We now consider the application of mbuston signal modeling/p- 
cessing to the problem of detecting a nonstationq, zero-mean ran- 
dom signal ~ [ n ]  in white Gaussian noise z[n] that is statistically in- 
dependent of s[n]. We assume that the noise variance CS: is known. 
Our goal is to discriminate between the hypotheses Z0: *In] = z[n] 
a n d q : x [ n ]  =s[n]+z[n],wherex[n] istheobservedsignal (71. Ini- 
tially, we assume that the RCs of s[n] are known. Later (in Section 
4), these RCs will be replaced by estimates. 

3.1. The Rohuslon Likelihwd-Ratio Detector 

We first assume that the signal process s[n] is Gaussian. The clas- 
sical likelihood-ratio tesf starisfic (which is optimal both in the 

. . Neyman-Pearson sense and in the Bayesian sense) is given by [7] 

T,(x) = ( ~ , x , x )  with W, = T ~ . ( ~ r + u : ~ ) - l ,  (5 )  

where R, is the correlation operator of s[n] and H is the identity op- 
erator. The likelihd-ratio detector is closely related to the Wiener 
filter Ww = %(Rs +.:I)-' because W, = $Ew. The Wiener 
filter is the linear time-varying (LTV) filter thatestimates sin] from 
x[n] = s[n] +z[n]  with minimum mean-square error (MSE) [7]. 

Building on this "estimation connection," we can develop a TD 
buston variant of the likel$ood-ratio detector as follows. In [I], 
the mbusfon Wenerfilfer Ww was introduced as the RF signal es- 
timator with minimum MSE. For given filter lengths MI, Mz. the 
coefficient vectors (cf. (1)) of the RF.nw are given by [ I ]  

I 
4 

-z -. 
It is important to note that the RLD on& presupposes knowl- 

edge of the RCs of s[n]; knowledge of the complete second-order 
statistics (correlation operator W,) is not required. Furthermore, 
the operator multiplication and inversion required for computing 
W, = $W~(W, + I$I)-' (note that these operators correspond to 
matrices whose size equals the total signal length) is replaced by 
matrix inversions and matrix-vector multiplications of size M x M, 
which is typically small. If s[n] is an W, the classical likelihood- 
ratio detector in ( 5 )  reduces to the RLD (with MI, Mz generally 
infinite however), i.e., W, = fi, and T,(x) = TL(.r). Hence, the 
robuston structure of s[n] enforces a robuston structure on W,. 

33. The Robuston Deflection-Optimal Detector 

If the signal process s[n] is not Gaussian, the likelihood-ratio detec- 
tor often is hard or impossible to calculate. A practical alternative is 
provided by the dejecfion-optimal detecfor that maximizes a con- 
trast criterion known as dejection and defined as 17.81 

The (quadratic) deflection-optimal detector is obtained as [SI 

1 
T,(x) = (WDxlx) with WD = ?WS. (10) 

i 

We now define the mbusfon dejection-optimal <elector ROD)  
as the quadratic test statistic induced by the RF W, (with given 
parameters N, P, M,, M2) that maximizes the deflection: 

TD(x) = ( 8 D x . x )  with n D k  argmaxd', (11) 

where D denotes the set of all RFs (2) with fixed N ,  P, M1. and MI. 
The RDD can be derived by using the Hilbert space structure of 

RFs. Indeed, it can be shown that for MlrM2 finite, 9 is a linear 
subspace of the Hilbert space 40 of all LlV systems (linear oper- 

H E 9  
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ators) W with finite Hilbert-Schmidt norm?. The normalized shift- 
projectors pk,k,:l 4 $iQk,k,;l form an orthonormal basis for I. Any 
W E Y allows the orthogonal decomposition W = WR +WL, where 
the RF WR = &Y-wxF:i zz:LM h t K I P k , K l  with coefficients 
h!&:, = ~(W,Pk,p;l)Hs is the orthoional projection of W onto 1 
and 8' belongs to the orthogonal complement space 9':. 

It is easily shown [8] that the deflection for any (Hermitian) op- 
erator 8 can he written as 

In our case, E I by assumption and thus (I%,R,),,= (E%,@ + 
R$)= = (8,R:), because R: is orthogonal to W. We now 
use the Schwan inequality [91: (8,R?)$, 5 I181/isliRFl[$s, with 
equality if and only if a = cRp with arbitmy real c # 0. There- 
fore, this choice of I% maximizes d 2 .  Setting c = 1 / 4 ,  the RDD 
test statistic (1 I )  is thus obtained as 

(12) 

The RDD allows a formulation and implementation similar to 
(8). Insening nD = E;=-Jf:i EE2M h&;lPk,p;l into (12) 
and using (4). we obtain 

I 

9 
fD(x) = (d,x,x) with 8, = -R:. 

where ?k,l is as in (8) and the R F  coefficient vector is given by 

hk = 2 r k . l  1 (4 ' (14) 

Note that in contrast to the RLD (cf. (9)). no matrix inversions are 
needed for the design of the RDD. 

Compaiing (12) with (IO), we see that 8, is simply the onhog- 
onal projection of W onto 8, i.e., 8, = Wt, If s[n] is an RP with 
robuston parameters%, P, MI, M2. the classical deflection-optimal 
detector in (IO) is equal to the RDD with the same parameters, i.e., 
W, = nD and TD(x) = TD(x). Hence, the robuston ~Wctu re  of s[n] 
enforces a robuston structure on W,. It is important to note that the 
RDD only presupposes knowledge of the RCs of s[n].  

The deflection achieved with the RDD is obtained as ~ ~ R ~ ~ ~ & , / u ~ ,  
whereas the deflection achieved with the classical deflection-optimal 
detector ( IO)  is ~ ~ R s ~ ~ ~ s / u ~ .  Thus, the loss in deflection result- 
ing from using the RDD is given by (IIRsll$s - ~ ~ R f ~ ~ $ s ) / u ~  = 
llR$ll&/u~. Because RF is the robuston correlation operator clos- 
est tc R,, I/R$l& is a measure of how far s[n] is from being an W. 

We finally note that the robust detectors presented in [Z] are spe- 
cial cases of the RLD and RDD for M = 1. 

4. SIGNAL-ADAPTIVE ROBUSTON DETECTORS 
In the previous section, we developed detectors of the likelihood- 
ratio and deflection-optimal types that involve RFs and RCs. Ac- 
cording to (9) and (14). the design of the RLD and RDD requires 
knowledge of the signal RCs rt'?;,. For practical operation, we now 
propose signal-adaptive versions of the RLD and RDD that incor- 
porate online RC estimation from a single realization of .+I]. The 
only prior knowledge required is the noise variance U:, which in 
many cases can be reliably estimated during "noise-only" periods. 

'The inner product of WO operatan R, ,H, E Y with kernels H, in,"'] 

and H2[n,tz'] is defined 85 (H,:M,)& L6-sLa=_-H,[n;n']H;in."']. 
The Hilbert-Schmidt norm is given by IIWIJws = 191. 

4.1. Estimation of Robuslon Correlations 

Let us first assume that 2, is iiforce. Here, Rtl = Rfj +u;L and 
thus the matrix Rk., given by [Rk.l],n,m, = ~k~M,+m,~ t .k -M,+m- t~ I .  
with ik,k,:l computed from x[n]  according to (4). is an unbiased esti- 
mate of Rf/ + u:l. This suggests to use RkJ - u21 as an unbiased 
estimate of Rkj. HoWever, since R(') is always positive definite or 
semi-definite, a refined estimate is 

k.1 

"/ = [ f i , , l  - u;q+, 

where [.I+ denotes the positive (semi-)definite part of a matrix (this 
can be calculated e.g. by means of an eigendecomposition). By 
noting that rkj = R(')u with the length-M unit vector U given by 
[ ~ ] , = S [ m - I - M , J , a n e s t i m a t e o f r ~ ~ i s o b t ~ n e d a s i ~ ~ ) = ~ ( ~ ) u  k.1 k.1 ' 

Because of the intra-subspace averaging involved in the compu- 
tation of the Fk,k , ; l ,  the reliability of the estimates Uk,f and R[j 
(under Z t )  grows with increasing robuston subspace dimension 
P. However, if Xn is in force, fig is slmngly biased. Fortunately, 
this bias tends to decrease the resulting adaptive test statistics under 
ZO, which typically does not impair the performance in the sense 
of causing additional faIse alarms: 

4.2. Signal-Adaptive Online Implementation 

Replacing all RC matrices and vectors in (9) and (14) by their esti- 
mates, we obtain estimated RF coefficient vectom of the RLD and 
RDD as 

(15) 

Insertion in (8) and (13) yields the following signal-adaptive ver- 
sions of the RLD and R D D  

k.1 

1 D - -a(*) q, = -&1$(S) 1 
k.1 k.1 ' 'kf e 'k,I ' 

The (k,/)th component of these test statistics can thus be obtained 
by computing: 

1. the LCB coefficients ag) = (x ,u 'P) ) ,  p = 0,. . . .P - 1 by 

2. the RC estimates ikmcl = $xi=ha$a$/* and, in turn, 

k.1 
means of an efficient DCT algorithm [5,6]; 

R i - fi U, R(') = [$,, - u3]+ ,  and e(') = k(')u; k.1' k . 1 -  k.1 k,l k.1 k.1 

3. the RF coefficient vector fik,, or h& according to (15); 

4. and the vector dot product fflfi),l  or $fitf. 
In fact, steps 3 and 4 can be combined and simplified. For the RLD, 

which is simply an estimate of the energy of the (k , l ) th robuston 
sk,l [n] up to a factor. For the RDD, 

i.e., steps 3 and 4 merely amount to a length44 dot product. Care- 
ful analysis of the computations actually necessary (avoiding re- 
peated calculation of the same RCs Pku:, in the computation of 
different &) shows that the overall computational complexity for 
both detectors is B ( l o g N + M 3 / P )  per signal sample (note that M 
is typically small). me entire calculation ofthe test statistic f L ( x )  , 
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Figure 2 Power curves at PFA = 0.01 of the R W  and RDD (for 
N = 64, P = 8. MI = M2 = 2)  ond of the energy detectorfor f a )  the 
Gaussian process and (b) the Loplacian process. 

Figure 4 Detection probability fat PFA = 0.01) of rhe RDD wirh 
N = M and P = 32 YS. fora1 jilter length M for (a) the Gaussian 
process and (b)  the Laplarianprocess. 

0.2 ? PFA , 
0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.01 0.02 0.0s 0.1 

(a) (b) 

F i g u r e 3  ROCsatSNR= -8dBofrheRLDandRDD(forN=64, 
P= 8.Ml=M2 =Z)andoftlteenergrderectorfor(o) theGaussian 
process and (bJ the Loplacian process. 

or f ( x )  is online because computation of the (k,l)th component 
i$f~b,~ or i fIf i& involves x(n]  only within a local time interval 
(essentially the h h  robuston interval [!&, ( k +  l ) N ] ,  cf. Fig. l), and 
the summation over k in (16) can be performed recursively. 

We finally note that the signal-adaptive detectors presented in [ 2 ]  
are special cases of the signal-adaptive RLD and RDD for M == I .  

5. SIMULATION RESULTS 

We applied the signal-adaptive RLD and RDD to a nonstationary 
Gaussian signal process and a nonstationary Laplace-distributed 
signal process in stationary white Gaussian noise. The signal length 
was 256 samples. Both signal processes consisted of six time- 
frequency localized, painvise mutually correlated random compo- 
nents that were located in the same frequency band and spaced M. 
signal samples apan. Monte-Carlo simulations using 5000 realiza- 
tions were performed to assess the performance of ow detectors. 

The Laplace-distributed process was constructed as a spherically 
invariant random process (SIRF') [IO]. SIRPs are nonergodic pro- 
cesses that are generated by multiplying a Gaussian process (we 
used our Gaussian signal process) by an appropriately distributed 
random amplitude. This results in a Laplacian distribution of each 
signal sample and a joint second-order distribution (correlation op- 
erator) that is equal to that of our Gaussian signal process. 

Fig. 2 shows the power curves (i.e.. estimated detection pmba- 
bility PD vs. SNR) of the adaptive RLD and RDD for block length 
N = 64, subspace dimension P = 8, and one-sided filter lengths 
M, = M2 = 2 at a false alarm probability of PFA = 0.01. The power 
curve of the energy detector [7] is also shown as a performance ref- 
erence. The SNR was varied by adjusting the noise variance. It 
is seen that for both types of processes, our detectors perform sig- 
nificantly better than the energy detector, and the RDD performs 
bener than the RLD. The same conclusions can be drawn from the 
estimated receiver operating characteristics (R0Cs)-i.e., PD vs. 

PFA-shown in Fig. 3 for the same robuston parameters ( N  = 64, 
P = 8, MI = M 2  = 2) and an SNRof -8dB. 

Finally, Fig. 4 shows the dependence of Po (at PFA = 0.01 and 
various SNRs) of the RDD with N = 64 and P = 32 vs. the total 
filter length M (still for MI = M2). It is seen that a larger filter 
length is advantageous up to a cenain point (this allows to take ad- 
vantage of the temporal correlations of the signal), Thus, in this 
case, the robuston detectors improve on the robust detectors of [Z] 
that are obtained as special cases for M = 1. However, our exper- 
iments showed that this behavior is quite sensitive to the robuston 
parameters N ,  P and the properties of the signal. 

6. CONCLUSION 

We presented two robuston methods for signal-adaptive detection 
of a nonstationary random signal in white Gaussian noise. These 
detectors use a reduced-detail description of the signal's second- 
order statistics that allows the relevant statistics (robuston comela- 
tions) to be estimated with enhanced statistical stability. All signal 
processing is online and based on efficient local cosine basis trans- 
formations. Simulation results demonstrated the goad performance 
of our detectors for processes with strong temporal correlations and 
for an appropriate choice of certain design parameten. 
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